MTO 17.2 Examples: Bernstein, Duplicated Subdivisions
(Note: audio, video, and other interactive examples are only available online)
http://www.mtosmt.org/issues/mto.11.17.2/mto.11.17.2.bernstein.php
Example 1. The subdivision series of It Takes Twelve to Tango

Example 2. Measures 1–12 of It Takes Twelve to Tango, with the subdivision series and semiblocks
indicated above the staff and the aggregate boundaries indicated with vertical lines
Note that the first beat’s series proceeds to series member 2 only at measure 11 while the
second beat’s series proceeds through series members 2–8 in measures 1–10 before
beginning again at measure 11. Further note the coordination of two-measure aggregates
and repeated subdivisions.
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Table 1. Subdivisions of the quarter note in It Takes Twelve to Tango
‘X’ indicates an attack and ‘0’ indicates a sustain. Columns represent the first beats, rows
the second beats, numbers the measures in which the subdivisions coincide, and
bracketed numbers a string of notes of cardinality [n] that evenly divides the quarter note.

Table 2. Measures occupied by each subdivision and aggregate, in each semiblock

Example 3. Dyadic invariance between inversionally related series forms (“t” and “e” indicate pitch
classes ten and eleven respectively)

Table 3. Disposition of twelve-tone series within lynes, blocks, and registers (C=0 throughout)

Table 4. The pitch-class array for semiblock C2
Double virgules indicate the end of a series form. The parentheses and strikethroughs in
measure 56 indicate that pitch classes 5 and t are expected in V but appear in register IV.

Example 4. Measures 50–60 of It Takes Twelve to Tango, with the aggregate boundaries indicated by
vertical lines, the missing attacks indicated by ovals, and the transposed pitch classes in measure 56 boxed
Note the gradual ascent between measures 50 and 57.
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